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Abstract
Natural languages contain complicated structures be-

yond trees. Penn Treebank (PTB) [1] is one of the most fre-
quently studied large-scale annotated phrase structure cor-
pus in a format for continuous trees. It has a co-indexing
system that allows structures beyond continuous trees [2].
This paper addresses a full conversion leveraging the co-
indexing system to recover directed acyclic graphs (DAG)
for PTB. Due to a similar annotation scheme, our DAG
conversion is applicable to Chinese Treebank (CTB). How-
ever, much fewer DAGs from CTB are obtained.

1 Introduction
Constituency parsing is a task for phrases and their re-

lations. Most research for this task is supervised, where
parsers follow the annotation schemes of corpora. Many
constituency corpora are annotated in bracketing format
that limits the parsing structure to continuous trees, which
are typically described in context-free grammars (CFG).
Syntactically annotated corpora PTB, CTB, Keyaki Tree-
bank (KTB) [3], NINJAL Parsed Corpus of Modern
Japanese (NPCMJ) [4] and shared task SPMRL 2013 [5]
contain abundant examples in bracketing format for multi-
ple well-studied languages.

However, natural languages can hardly be described in
CFG [6]. Enforcing CFG causes grammar exceptions and
degrades parsing performance [7, 8]. Syntactic and se-
mantic grounds foster complicated structures. On one
hand, syntactic movements create discontinuity by moving
phrases away from their siblings, such as “what it is” where
fronting “what” makes the clause nominal with a discon-
tinuous verb phrase “is what”. Another example in Figure
1 shows a discontinuous conversion for PTB [9] which of-
fers a new challenge where constituency is better described
in linear context-free rewriting system (LCFRS) parsers.
However, this work left some syntactic movements (e.g.,

  (S 
    (ADVP-TMP (RB Now) )
    (, ,) 
    (NP-SBJ 
      (NP (DT the) (NN push) )
      (PP (-NONE- *ICH*-1) ))
    (VP
      (VBZ is)
      (ADJP-PRD (RB on) )
      (PP-1 (IN for) 
        (NP (JJR more-distinctive)
            (NNS shows) )))
    (. .))

                S
  !""#""""#"""""$"""""#"""""""""""""""""""%
  &  &    &          VP                   &
  &  &    &    !"""#""$"""""%             &
  &  &   NP-I1 &   &       PP-1           &
  &  &    &    &   &  !"""""$"""""%       &
ADVP &   NP    & ADJP &          NP       &
  &  &  !"$"%  &   &  &       !"""$"""%   &
 RB  , DT  NN VBZ RB IN      JJR     NNS  .
 Now   ,    the  push   is     on    for  more-distinctive  shows   . 
                S
  !""#""""""""""$#""#"""""""""""""""""""""%
  &  &           & NP                     &
  &  &    !""""""&""$"""""""%             &
  &  &    &     VP         PP             &
  &  &    &    !"$"%  !"""""$"""""%       &
ADVP &   NP    & ADJP &          NP       &
  &  &  !"$"%  &   &  &       !"""$"""%   &
 RB  , DT  NN VBZ RB IN      JJR     NNS  .
 Now   ,    the  push   is     on    for  more-distinctive  shows   . 

①

②

③

Figure 1 Recovering a discontinuous phrase from PTB with
co-indexed traces (blue). Top: bracketing annotation; middle: vi-
sualization of the top; bottom: conversion after the middle.

gapping and part of right-node raising) unstudied [2].
On the other hand, semantic ground involves semantic

frames (i.e., predicate-argument structure) which can also
hardly be captured by CFG and even LCFRS. Semantic
frames are not addressed in the conversion for discontin-
uous trees in PTB [9] because of the large amount of po-
tential DAGs after full conversion. For example, the pas-
sive voice “it is watched by John” has a semantic frame
watch(John, it) where “John” is the logical subject (i.e.,
syntactic object) and “it” is the logical object (i.e., syntac-
tic subject) of predicate “watch”. Syntactic and semantic
relations jointly lead to the complex wiring of DAG.

In this paper, we fully leverage PTB’s co-indexing sys-
tem [2] to recover its DAG structures. Our work can be
regarded as a continuum from [9], contributing another
new challenging corpus via converting the treebank into
a graphbank 1）. CTB is checked but needs further study.

1） See our code at https://github.com/tmu-nlp/UniTP.
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                             SBARQ                   
             ┌─────────────────┴──────────────────┐  
            SQ                                    │  
       ┌─────┴─────╥──────┬───────┐               │  
       │         [SBJ]    │       │               │  
       │           ║     VP       │               │  
  ┌────│───────────╫──────┴───────│───────┐       │  
[PRP]  │           ║              │       │       │  
  │    │          NP              │       │       │  
  │    │      ┌────╨─────┐        │       │       │  
  │    │      │         PP        │       │       │  
  │    │      │       ┌──┴──┐     │       │       │  
WHADVP │      NP      │     NP    │       │       │   
  │    │      │       │     │     │       │       │  
 WRB  VBP    NNS      IN    DT    RB     VBN      .  
 Why  are  programs     like    this     not   eliminated    ? 

                            　  SBARQ                  
   ┌──────────────────────┬───────┴──────────────────────────┐  
   │                     SQ                                  │  
   │    ┌───────────┬─────┴─────┬───────────┐                │  
   │    │       NP-SBJ-2        │           │                │  
   │    │      ┌────┴────┐      │           │                │  
   │    │      │        PP      │          VP                │  
   │    │      │      ┌──┴─┐    │      ┌────┴──┬───────┐     │  
WHADVP-1│     NP      │   NP    │      │      NP    ADVP-PRP │ 
   │    │      │      │    │    │      │       │       │     │  
  WRB  VBP    NNS    IN   DT   RB     VBN   -NONE-  -NONE-   .  
  Why  are  programs  like   this   not  eliminated  *-2      *T*-1     ? 

④

⑤

Figure 2 Recovering DAG from PTB with co-indexed traces
(colored). Double lines denote multi-attachment. Top: visualiza-
tion of bracketing annotation; bottom: conversion after the top.

2 Related Work
As a pioneering practice, English PTB selected the

context-free bracketing format and later introduced the
co-indexing system for non-context-free phenomena of
discontinuity and multi-attachment [2]. Some corpora
adopted the format with their own co-indexing systems for
their languages [3, 4, 5], whereas other languages with
free word order, such as German and Czech, either chose
more expressive presentations for discontinuity (e.g., Ex-
port and XML formats [10, 11]) or adopted lexical depen-
dency parsing instead of constituency.

The conversion of PTB for constituency has two direc-
tions. One direction is for discontinuity [9] by partially
utilizing the co-indexing system; the other is for coordi-
nation [7, 8]. These two directions cover different aspects
of the co-indexing system and still keep PTB tree-based.
However, presenting PTB directly through DAG [2] leads
to grammatical discontinuity and coordination.

Dependency parsing had addressed DAG [12] earlier,
which has deeper semantic motivations (i.e., predicate-
argument relations). Furthermore, semantic parsing di-
rectly addresses those semantic frames in DAG via logical
expressions [13]. As a constituency corpus, PTB gets con-
verted into dependency DAG parsing. To our knowledge,
however, direct research on constituency DAG parsing is
still lacking, probably because of lacking such a corpus.

Algorithm 1: DAG conversion with trace.
1 ) ← {*, *T*, *ICH*, *EXP*, *RNR*};
2 foreach sentence B do
3 foreach node 2 from B co-indexed with null elements # of

trace types in ) do
4 foreach = in # do
5 attach 2 to the grandparent of = (i.e., destination 3);
6 if 2 properly dominates 3 then
7 find the node labeled with PRN on the path from

2 to 3, call it 4;
8 detach 4 from its current parent;
9 if 2 is not the root of B then

10 attach 4 to the parent of 2;
11 if none of # belongs to type * then
12 detach 2 from its original parent;
13 go to Algorithm 2 for intra-sentential gapping;
14 delete all null elements;
15 delete all non-terminals without children;
16 remove all remaining indices from node labels;

3 Conversion
Our DAG conversion is achieved by modification of each

original tree, which involves the reattachment of existing
subtrees and the creation of new nodes. The process con-
tains two algorithms. Algorithm 1 is extended from [9],
which allows multi-attachment for the reattachment with
co-indexed trace to null element and thus produces DAG.
Algorithm 2 deals with intra-sentential gapping, where a
phrase in coordination acts as a template for the other gap-
ping phrases to imitate.

For the convenience of further study, we maintained all
functional tags (e.g., -SBJ and -TMP) at either their orig-
inal attachment or new reattachment locations.

3.1 Trace with Null Element

We consider five types of null elements for reattachment
in PTB. Mark 4 denotes a fully exploitation by [9], N a
partially exploitation, and 8 no exploitation.

8 * A-movement.
4 *T* A-bar movement.
4 *ICH* Interpret constituent here.
4 *EXP* Expletive.
N *RNR* Right node raising. ([9] picks only the clos-

est null element for reattachment.)

We use an instance in Figure 2 to exemplify Algorithm
1. Node 2 in line 3 stands for each non-terminal node with
a co-indexing number. For example, node NP-SBJ-2 re-
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Algorithm 2: DAG conversion for gapping.
1 Function SHARE(template C, gapping 6):
2 foreach not co-indexed direct child A of C do
3 if A is a complement of C and A is not a child of 6 then
4 attach A to 6;

5 Function IMITATE(template C, gapping 6):
6 SHARE(C, 6);
7 foreach common co-index 2 do
8 2 co-indexes (8, 9)-th descendants (C8 , 6 9 ) of (C, 6);
9 if 8 = 9 then

10 if 8 = 9 = 1 then
11 continue;
12 else
13 IMITATE(C1, 61);
14 else
15 create a new child 6̄ for 6 with the label of C1;
16 remove 61 from 6 and attach 61 to 6̄;
17 IMITATE(C1, 6̄);

18 if the only template phrase C in sentence B exists then
19 foreach corresponding gapping phrase 6 in B do
20 IMITATE(C, 6);

attaches to null element *-2 without detachment, creating a
DAG by lines 11 & 12. Although null elements # contain
only one *-2, # may contain multiple for DAG. Lines 6–10
are for canceling cycles created by PRN [9].

Among all five types, *RNR* and * are major sources
for DAG with the loop in line 4 of Algorithm 1. Specif-
ically, *RNR* and * differ in detachment. Type *RNR*
detaches node 2 from the original parent for reattachment,
while type * keeps the original syntactic attachment during
reattachment in lines 11 & 12. Following [9], the reason
for detachment of all non-* nodes is that their parent is a
pseudo-attachment that does not have any syntactic role. In
contrast, non-* nodes do have [2]. Besides the above differ-
ences, our improvement includes lines 11–13 for gapping.

3.2 Intra-sentential Gapping

PTB co-indexes each coordination with either “-” for a
complete phrase (i.e., a template usually at the initial place)
or “=” for one or more incomplete phrases (i.e., gapping
with remnant components) to imitate the template. The
template and gapping phrases are commonly conjunct in
no more than one coordination structure in a sentence.

Algorithm 2 has a recursive IMITATE function mak-
ing each gapping phrase resemble its template. In PTB,
gapping phrases must have incomplete structures of small
heights. Each IMITATE entrance lets a gapping phrase re-

Phrase Level: Number of Parents Sentence Level
Type 1-ary 2-ary 3-ary 4 5 6 Reatt. DAG
*T* 15,837 71 3 - - - 13,584 82

*T*-PRN 840 2 - - - - 842 4
*ICH* 1,265 2 - - - - 1,239 3
*RNR* 2 203 5 1 - - 209 210
*EXP* 657 1 - - - - 651 1

* 13 15,590 1,906 217 22 8 15,992 17,756
Gapping 372 457 36 8 - 4 311 534

Total 55,226 reatt. of 918,730 26,164 16,324

Table 1 Statistics of PTB after our DAG conversion. PTB (2.0)
has in total of 49,208 parsed sentences.

gain one level of missing complements from the template
via the SHARE function. The missing structures are re-
covered by lines 15 & 16 by forcing co-indexed nodes to
grow to the same height with the same structure.

We exemplify the process in Figure 3. At first, S for
Dean Writer new recommends 80 % is found to be the tem-
plate C with S for Goldman 65 % being an imitator phrase.
The modifier ADVP is not shared to the imitator because
it is not a complement for the formation of S. Then, a new
substructure VP (in yellow) is created by lines 14 & 15 and
the second IMITATE entrance creates two VPs in two re-
spective S nodes. In contrast, VBZ is shared by VPs be-
cause it is the complement for them. The process works
in a top-down style for every substructure paired with the
template and gapping phrases.

3.3 Error and Exception

The annotation of PTB involved a large amount of hu-
man labor. Thus, a few errors and exceptions are inevitable.
During our re-implementation of [9], we manually adjusted
the annotation of 26 sentences for reproducibility.

For our DAG conversion, we observed 10 additional er-
rors and exceptions, which involve incorrect trace types,
co-indices that lead to circles, ill-formed coordination, and
*EXP* coming across gapping. Nevertheless, their pop-
ulation is relatively small and we provide our solution for
each of them in our code.

3.4 Adjustment for CTB

CTB uses a similar annotation style to PTB. However,
there are certain differences:

• Fewer trace types: *T*, *RNR*, and *.
• Templates are also marked by “=”.
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                                               S            
                ┌───────────────────────┬──────┴──┬──────────┬───────────────┬───────────┐  
                S                       │         │          │               │           │  
     ┌──────────┼────────────┐          │         │          │               │           │  
     │          │           VP          │         S          │               S           │  
     │          │       ┌────┴────┐     │     ┌───┴───┐      │          ┌────┴─────┐     │  
 NP-SBJ-1   ADVP-TMP    │        NP-2   │ NP-SBJ=1   NP=2    │      NP-SBJ=1      NP=2   │  
  ┌──┴───┐      │       │       ┌─┴─┐   │     │     ┌─┴─┐    │      ┌───┴───┐    ┌─┴─┐   │  
 NNP    NNP     RB     VBZ      CD  NN  ,    NNP    CD  NN   CC    NNP     NNP   CD  NN  .  
Dean   Witter    now  recommends  85   %   ,   Goldman  65    %    and  Merrill   Lynch    50   %    . 

                                                S                
                ┌───────────────────────┬───────┴┬───────────┬──────────────┬────────────┐  
                │                       │        │           │              S            │  
                │                       │        │           │          ┌───┴──┐         │  
                │                       │        S           │        [SBJ]   VP         │  
                │       ╓───────────────│────────│───────────│──────────│──────┴───┐     │  
                │       ║               │     ┌──┴──┐        │          │          │     │  
                │       ║               │   [SBJ]  VP        │          │          │     │  
                S       ╟───────────────│─────│─────┴─┐      │          │          │     │  
     ┌──────────┼───────║────┐          │     │       │      │          │          │     │  
   [SBJ]      [TMP]     ║   VP          │     │       │      │          │          │     │  
     │          │       ╟────┴────┐     │     │       │      │          │          │     │  
    NP        ADVP      ║        NP     │    NP      NP      │         NP         NP     │  
  ┌──┴───┐      │       ║       ┌─┴─┐   │     │     ┌─┴─┐    │      ┌───┴───┐    ┌─┴─┐   │  
 NNP    NNP     RB     VBZ      CD  NN  ,    NNP    CD  NN   CC    NNP     NNP   CD  NN  .   
Dean   Witter    now  recommends  85   %   ,   Goldman  65    %    and  Merrill   Lynch    50   %    . 

⑥

⑦

Figure 3 Recovering DAG from PTB with co-indexed intra-sentential gapping (colored).

Phrase Level: Number of Parents Sentence Level
Type 1-ary 2-ary 3-ary 4-ary ≥5-ary Reatt. DAG
*T* 3,214 36 6 - - 3,132 43

*ICH* 26 - - - - 24 0
*RNR* 999 48 7 1 1 989 58

* 2 2,971 55 4 1 2,877 3,031
Gapping - 16 7 1 1 25 25

Total 10,426 reatt. of 2,476,071 6,883 2,992

Table 2 Statistics of CTB after our DAG conversion. CTB (9.0)
has in total of 132,080 parsed sentences.

Thus, Algorithm 1 is still applicable for CTB but Algo-
rithm 2 needs adjustment to first decide which phrase is
the template. Our decision is the conjunct phrase that pos-
sesses the tallest height and thus contains the complete
structure to imitate. Sometimes, the results can indicate
some templates on the right side of the coordination.

4 Discussion
Statistics. As a new graphbank, we show the statis-

tics of a number of parents and their conversion types in
Tables 1 & 2. Discontinuous tree conversion [9] can be
seen as a subset that only has the 1-ary column of each ta-
ble. For both DAG conversions of PTB and CTB, types
* and *T* are the major sources of reattachment, while
*, gapping, and *RNR* are the top three DAG provider.
However, both reattachment and DAG are still sparse, es-
pecially for CTB, which makes DAG constituency parsing
very challenging.

For CTB, we did not leverage the potential null element

of type *pro* (i.e., dropped subject or object) because it
does not contain any co-index. We left the further DAG
conversion for CTB as a future study.

Comparison to combinatory categorical grammar.
As a parsing formalism, combinatory categorical grammar
(CCG) also addressed gapping phenomena in coordination
[14]. The solution of CCG is through compound lexical
tags (i.e., supertagging) operated by combinatory rules,
whereas ours is not a parsing formalism but a graphbank in
DAG with each node being an atomic constituency label.

Specifically, CCG assigns each word with a string of
constituency labels and operating slashes that define how
the word combines with adjacent words to form a parse.
Apart from CCG’s ability for gapping, its parsing formal-
ism is context-free by assuming that necessary contextual
information is locally encoded into each lexical string. Our
graphbank simply provides the DAG structure without as-
sumption. Moreover, operating slashes can only handle
binary combinatory operations, in contrast to our conver-
sion’s flexible number of child phrases.

5 Future Work
We proposed a DAG conversion approach for PTB one

of the most frequently studied large-scale treebank, by fully
leveraging its co-indexing trace system. However, we ob-
served much fewer DAGs from CTB probably because
of uncovered phrases without co-indexing. Nevertheless,
DAGs in many other treebanks are to be recovered by care-
fully applying the instruction in their guidelines.
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